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This methodology describes the process by which HR Ratings
assigns a rating to Special-Tax Bonds issued by municipal entities in
the United States.
Special-Tax Bonds are bonds secured by a revenue stream of taxes, excluding those on
property, that are levied on the sales of goods, services or the implementation of a fee in
a specific region. For most municipal entities, the revenue stream is passive, as these
entities hold limited control over the tax rate charged.
The scope of HR Ratings’ methodology for Special-Tax Bonds considers bonds that
comply with the following characteristics: (i) are issued by municipalities or other local
entities; and (ii) the proceeds from the issuance are dedicated for developing infrastructure,
or for funding the day to day operations. Specifically, the Special-Tax Bonds pledge
consists on special revenues as defined by the Chapter 902 of Federal Bankruptcy Code
(11 U.S. Code § 902). These pledges usually take the form of:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Income taxes;
Sales or excise taxes;
Gas taxes and motor registration fees;
Hotel / motel taxes and other tourist fees;
Other revenues or receipts derived by functions of the debtor.

HR Ratings methodology excludes utility services taxes, as these pledges rely on the
operation of a diverse set of utility companies and are related to the demand and/or
performance of each service.

Methodology Description
HR Ratings methodology for Special-Tax Bonds evaluates multiple factors, both
quantitative and qualitative, which are grouped in four sets that are weighted for assigning
the credit rating; the weights are fixed for each rated bond. The methodology admits up to
a three-notch adjustment to the rating in very specific cases in which certain factors that
could enhance the credit risk of a bond are identified. These refer to a lack of information;
unpredictable seasonality; weaknesses in the legal framework, beyond the factor weighted
in the methodology; and in some cases, HR Ratings could determine that a factor
considered in the methodology holds greater risk o a greater strength than what its weight
captures. In any case, the adjustments are predetermined.
The factors weighted inside the rating are the following:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Sensitivity to Market Shocks;
Tax Base Concentration;
Tax Base Demographic Indicators;
Historic Trend of the Pledged Revenues;
Historic Volatility of the Pledged Revenues;
Maximum Annual Debt Service (MADS);
Projected Minimum Annual Coverage (PMAC);
Additional Bond Test (ABT);
Debt Service Reserve Fund (DSRF).
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Special-Tax Bonds
A Special-Tax Bond is exclusive to municipalities, such as cities, towns, villages,
counties, taxing districts, municipal utilities, or school districts. These bonds are served
by revenues derived from taxing a specific activity or asset. Among municipal bonds, the
Special-Tax Bonds are those that are backed by revenues generated by increasing an
existing tax or by implementing an excise tax.
Special-Tax Bonds offer several protections to bondholders that are not typical for every
municipal bond. As these bonds are served by Special Revenues, the first protection
refers to bankruptcy filings. If the municipality would file for Chapter 9, under Tittle 11 of
the U.S. Code1, debt service payments would not be suspended during the bankruptcy
court proceedings, nor would they have to be restructure under a new payment plan for
the municipal debt service. It is important to clarify that each state holds its own legislation
regarding which Special-Tax Bonds can be issued by its own municipalities and which
Special Revenues can be levied for serving debt obligations.
The other protection held by Special-Tax Bonds is that these could be secured by the full
faith and credit of the municipal issuer. In these cases, the General Obligation rating of
the municipality could serve as the floor of the Special-Tax Bond rating evaluated with
this methodology. However, HR Ratings will revise in the indenture and the legal
framework of every bond if the municipal issuer offers its credit guarantee.
Special Revenues, as the ones use to serve Special-Tax Bonds, are defined in the “11
U.S. Code § 902 (Subchapter 1. General Provisions). Definitions for this chapter”, while
the protections for Special-Tax Bonds are detailed in the “11 U.S. Code § 928
(Subchapter 2. Administration). Post-petition effect of security interest” that states that
holders of Special-Tax Bonds can expect to receive debt payments during a Chapter 9
case.
HR Ratings will evaluate if the revenue source complies with the definition of Special
Revenues in the 11 U.S. Code § 902; as well with each state’s legislation to determine if
the municipal bond is a Special-Tax Bond and in which cases this methodology is
applicable.

Methodology Description
HR Ratings’ methodology has the purpose of evaluating the capacity of a Special-Tax
Revenue stream to serve its debt obligations. In this analysis, HR Ratings evaluates four
sets of key factors that include: a) elements that could affect the future evolution of the
pledged revenue stream, considering the taxed goods or services and several
characteristics of the tax base, b) the historical evolution of the pledged revenues,
including its trend and volatility, c) debt service coverage ratios based on both historical
and projected cash flows; and d) specific characteristics of the bond’s legal framework.
Table 1 shows the overall structure of the methodology and details all factors considered
in each set:

1

Chapter 9, under Tittle 11 of the United States Bankruptcy Code deals exclusively with bankruptcy cases of municipalities and delimits the
assistance available to them for restructuring their debt.
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Table 1: HR Ratings' Special-Taxes Methodology
1st. Set of Factors

2nd. Set of Factors

A. Taxed Goods & Services
a) Sensitivity to Market Shocks
b) Tax Base Concentration
B. Tax Base Demographics

A. Trend Analysis
15.0%

10.0%

15.0%

10.0%

a) Population Growth

B. Volatility Analysis

b) Per Capita Income
c) Unemployment Rate

Rating

3rd. Set of Factors

A. Maximum Annual Debt Service
(MADS)
B. Projected Minimum Annual
Coverage (PMAC)

4th. Set of Factors
20.0%

7.5%

15.0%

7.5%

A. Additional Bond Test (ABT)
B. Debt Service Reserve Fund (DSRF)

Source: HR Ratings.

The first set of factors allows HR Rating to evaluate the strength of the pledge by
analyzing the economic fundamentals of both the taxed goods & services and its tax
base. The first step in this section is to evaluate the sensitivity of the pledge based on the
demand of the taxed goods and services to sudden market movements. The second step
allows for an evaluation regarding the concentration of the tax base considering economic
activity, industries and employers. The third and last step in this section uses quantitative
metrics to compare specific macroeconomic indexes of the tax base against the national
level.
The second set of factors studies the historical performance of the pledge, first by
contrasting its trend against the national inflation, and second by analyzing the volatility
of its year over year (YoY) growth rates.
With respect to the third set of factors, HR Ratings’ analysis distinguishes itself by
providing two coverage metrics; the first is the Maximum Annual Debt Service (MADS),
while the second is HR Ratings’ Projected Minimum Annual Coverage (PMAC). For the
second metric, a stress scenario that incorporates the most likely risks will be projected
for the pledged revenues and the corresponding Debt Service Coverage Ratios.
The fourth set of factors analyze specific strengths of the legal framework of each bond.
First the strictness and definition of its Additional Bond Test (ABT) and then the specific
requirements of its Debt Service Reserve Fund (DSRF), if any.
Each factor will be weighted in order to calculate the rating for each bond evaluated with
this methodology. The weighs are fix in every case.
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Key Factors for the Rating
This section describes the four sets of factors that measure the credit quality of the rated
bond. The weights and the way in which each factor is applied are detailed, as well as
the parameters that HR Ratings expect for each rating range.
Each evaluated factor will be assigned an integer value between “1” (worst) and “19”
(best) in order to calculate a weighted average that will determine the rating for each bond
evaluated with this methodology.

First set of key factors: Taxed Goods or Services and Population
Demographics
(30.0% weight of the rating)
The economic fundamentals of both the taxable goods or services and the tax base on
which the pledge is levied are central factors to understand the strength of each issuer’s
ability to serve its debt obligations.
This section holds 30.0% of the rating and considers both a qualitative and a quantitative
approach. The qualitative analysis allows HR Ratings to identify possible risks to the
pledge that could affect the revenue stream in the short term. This includes concepts
such as sudden changes in the price of a complementary or a substitute good of the taxed
good, changes in the taxed base income driven by macroeconomic tendencies, or sudden
bursts of unemployment related to factors such as a high concentration of employers.
The quantitative analysis is supported by historical information and it focuses on data
from credible sources, both at state and federal level, of the issuer’s tax base. This
analysis allows HR Ratings to measure the tax base historical performance by contrasting
three indicators of the tax base against national levels.

1. Taxed Goods or Services (7.5% weight of the rating)
What is HR Ratings measuring?
The risk derived from the ability of the tax base to substitute the consumption of any taxed
good or service.
The analysis in this section is qualitative in nature and to each concept evaluated a label
will be assigned among {Superior, Average, Limited}.
Each of the following factor hold the same weight and they allow HR Ratings to evaluate
the sensitivity of the demanded quantity of the taxed goods or services that serve as the
underlying asset of the pledge.
a) Own price sensitivity: This refers to the possible changes in the consumption of a
good or service when setting a new tax or changing the current tax, by a fix amount
or by any rate. The consumption of goods or services in more competitive markets
could be greatly affected by small changes in prices.
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For example: Certain taxes take advantage of the low sensitivity of consumption
after price changes; i.e. tobacco and alcohol taxes can be highly profitable for
entities.
b) Other goods price sensitivity: This refers to the possible changes in the
consumption of a taxed good or service by changes in complementary or substitute
goods. If the price of a complementary good rises, the consumption of the taxed
good could decrease; if the price of a substitute good rises, the consumption of the
taxed good could increase.
For example, gasoline prices could affect different taxes levied on diverse markets
of car sales and public transportation.
c) Income sensitivity: This refers to the possible changes in the consumption of
goods or services of the tax base because of changes in its available income.
For example: Some goods, historically, show no change in consumption after
changes in income. These are typically known as neutral and/or necessary goods,
as these need to be consumed on a fix amount regardless of price. Highly rated
issuers will typically pledge revenues levied on neutral or necessary goods.
The sensitivity of the demanded quantity of the taxed goods or services to changes in
income or prices requires a qualitative approach as a specific tax base not always
produces the historical data needed to measure the possible impacts to these types of
shocks. In most cases, the events that HR Ratings will evaluate are not common; hence,
are theoretical and the analysis will only measure possible risks that need to be
incorporated in any credit quality evaluation and its continuous monitoring. However, for
a label to be assigned, the following concepts, in Table 2, are expected:

Taxed Goods or
Services

Table 2: Factors Analyzed for each Taxed Good or Service
Factors and Labels
"Superior"
Own Price Sensitivity
Other Good´s Sensitivity
Income Sensitivity

No risks derived from sensitivity, which implies
the pledge is levied on necessary or neutral
goods to income, with no other goods or
services with substitutes or complements.

"Average"

"Limited"

Goods or services levied that are not neutral or
necessary to income, or that have goods or
services that can substitute their consumption.
However, market trends are typically and
currently favorable and historical data of the
pledge shows this.

Goods or services levied that are not neutral or
necessary to income, or that have goods or
services that can substitute their consumption.
However, market trends are typically and
currently unfavorable and historical data of the
pledge shows this.

Source: HR Ratings.

2. Tax Base Concentration (7.5% weight of the rating)
What is HR Ratings measuring?
The risk to the demand of the taxed goods of services derived from sudden changes in
the macroeconomic stability of the tax base, considering its concentration in multiple
clusters.
HR Ratings will evaluate the tax base concentration by assigning the labels {Superior,
Average, Limited} to the clusters described below. This analysis is important because
both exogenous and endogenous shocks will, with greater probability, have a bigger
effect over the pledge when concentration is larger. This implies that concentration has
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the effect of making the pledge more volatile to specific shocks, both in favorable and
detrimental manner.
HR Ratings will look for concentration in the following clusters:
1) Economic Activity Level: In HR Ratings’ view, macroeconomic shocks have
different effects over the distinct economic activities or sectors. However,
macroeconomic shocks can be anticipated, and the issuer’s anti-cyclical policies to
mitigate crisis will be evaluated.
For example: Agricultural activities rely mostly on weather patterns and cattle or
crops epidemics, industrial activity is particularly susceptible to trade tariffs, and
overall consumption is, among these sectors, the most sensitive to monetary policy.
2) Industry Specific Level: The performance of certain industries depends on factors
that could not always correlate with economic activity, like a specific commodity
price or local policy regarding incentives for any industry. In this sense, HR Ratings
will evaluate how susceptible is the tax base to specific tendencies that not always
have an impact in the federal level.
For example: While the construction industry in any given region could be soaring
because of a government spending program, the mining industry could be crippled
by international commodity prices. In the services sector, advances in capital
productivity could have an unfavorable effect over labor productivity, stagnating
salaries or even generating unemployment. Another example relates to tourist
activities, as these depend on the economic activity of regions other than the
issuers.
3) Employer Specific Level: If the tax base, especially for small counties, is
concentrated among employers, HR Ratings will evaluate how the pledge could be
affected if any employer faces financial distress or is willing to move its operation
away from the county, despite macroeconomic or industry trends.
For example: Companies in the automotive market employ thousands of persons
in a county. However, the industry is susceptible to factors that could lead a
company to move its operation to another state or another country to improve profits
and take better advantage of the current industry trends.
HR Ratings will evaluate how susceptible is the tax base, considering concentration, to
several forms of economic and industry trends, as well as to inadequate financial
performance of big employers. It is important to stablish that the historic trends could be
favorable; however, this section focuses in the possible risk of this concertation. Table 4
shows the concepts expected for each possible label:
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Table 3: Factors Analyzed in each Tax Base

Tax Base
Concentration

Factors and Labels
Economic Activity

Industry Concentration

Employer Concentration

"Superior"

"Average"

The tax base is well diversified among
industries, different types of economic activity
and with several different employers. Chains of
production and distribution are well contained
within its limit and this gives resilience to
macroeconomic shocks.

The tax base shows a certain degree of
concertation in any of the evaluated clusters.
However, economic activity is favorable, with
peaking industries or a set of well establish
employers with proven resilience to macro
economic shocks.

"Limited"

Tax Base highly concentrated in any of the
evaluated clusters. Aggregated demand and
consumption are highly sensible to
macroeconomic and local shocks.

Factors and Labels

3. Tax Base Performance Indicators (15.0% weight of the rating)
What is HR Ratings measuring?
The strength or weakness of the tax base relative to the national average, based on
metrics constructed with macroeconomic indicators.
The quantitative analysis in this section is based upon the performance of three
demographics indicators. These, for each issuer tax base, will be contrasted against the
national average. Each metric measures the difference and holds a weight of 5.0% of the
rating; these are incorporated into the methodology as follows:
1) For the population growth rate, HR Ratings calculates the difference, in terms
of basis points, between the issuer’s four-year compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) and the national own 4-year CAGR;
2) For the per capita income, HR Ratings compares and parametrizes the
difference between the issuer’s last year amount in USD with the national
average;
3) For the unemployment rate, HR Ratings calculates and parametrizes the
difference, in terms of basis points, between the issuer’s last year unemployment
rate and the national rate.
According to the value of each metric, an integer value between “1” (worst) and “19” (best)
will be assigned. Each value will be weighted in the Rating of the bond. Table 4, shows
what HR Ratings typically expects for each metric of an issue rated in a specific rating
range:
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Tax Base Demographics

(Quantitative Metrics)

Table 4: Tax Base Demographic Indicators
Factors and Weights
HR AAA
Population
Growth
(4-year Compound
Annual Growth Rate)

Per Capita
Income
(Last Available
Twelve Months Data)

Unemployment
Rate
(Last Available
Twelve Months Data)

HR AA

HR A

HR BBB

HR BB

HR B

HR C

The entity's growth rate
is 60 basis points below
the country's rate.

The entity's growth rate
is 150 basis points
below the country's rate.

The entity's growth rate
is 225 basis points
below the country's rate.

5%

The entity's growth rate
is 200 basis points
above the country's rate.

The entity's growth rate
is 125 basis points
above the country's rate.

The entity's growth rate
is 35 basis points above
the country's rate.

The difference between
the entity's growth rate
and the country's rate is
between 35 and -60
basis points.

5%

The entity's per capita
income is $9,000 dollars
above the country.

The entity's per capita
income is $6,750 dollars
above the country.

The entity's per capita
income is $3,000 dollars
above the country.

The difference between
the entity's per capita
income and the country's
is between $3,000 and
-$3,500 dollars.

The entity's per capita
income is $3,500 dollars
below the country.

The entity's per capita
income is $11,000
dollars below the
country.

The entity's per capita
income is $17,000
dollars below the
country.

5%

The entity's
unemployment rate is
120 basis points below
the country's rate.

The entity's
unemployment rate is 75
basis points below the
country's rate.

The entity's
unemployment rate is 30
basis points below the
country's rate.

The entity's
unemployment rate is
between -30 and 60
basis points of the
country's rate.

The entity's
unemployment rate is 60
basis points above the
country's rate.

The entity's
unemployment rate is
165 basis points above
the country's rate.

The entity's
unemployment rate is
320 basis points above
the country's rate.

Source: HR Ratings.

Second set of key factors: Trend and Volatility Analysis
(20.0% weight of the rating)
The analysis for each of the two metrics described in this section begins with the
evaluation of the available historical data for the pledged revenues. For each factor, a
quantitative analysis measures the revenues’ growth rate to obtain a metric. According to
the resulting value of each metric, an integer value between “1” (worst) and “19” (best)
will be assigned.
At least the last five years of information will be evaluated. It is important to state that
more information will grant certainty to HR Rating’s analysis and for a stable pledge,
typically higher ratings will be assigned. For new taxes or fees, similar schemes will be
evaluated; however, these will typically receive a lower value in this section of the
evaluation.

1. Trend Analysis (10.0% weight of the rating)
What is HR Ratings measuring?
The ability of the pledged revenues to sustain growth in real or nominal terms.
In this analysis, HR Ratings will evaluate the long-term growth rate of the pledge and will
contrast it against inflation trends. With the available information, HR Ratings will
measure the 5-year CAGR of the last twelve months (LTM) of the pledge as well as the
accumulated average inflation considering the same terms.
The purpose of this analysis is to evaluate if the pledge can sustain nominal growth,
sustaining its real value or to grow in real terms. A non-decreasing pledge is what HR
Ratings expects for issues rated at least at the “HR BBB” range; while a “HR AAA” issue
is expected to grow at least five percent points above average inflation, and a “HR A”
rated issue will commonly grow only above inflation. Table 5 shows these concepts:
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Table 5: Trend of the Pledge
Factor and Weights

Trend
(5-year CAGR)

10%

HR AAA

HR AA

HR A

HR BBB

HR BB

HR B

HR C

The pledged revenues'
growth rate is 500 basis
points above the CPI
Inflation rate.

The pledged revenues'
growth rate is 200 basis
points above the CPI
Inflation rate.

The pledged revenues'
growth rate is above the
CPI Inflation rate.

The pledged revenues'
growth rate is below the
CPI inflation.

The pledged revenues'
growth rate is no more
than 200 basis points
below inflation.

The pledged revenues'
growth rate is no more
than 400 basis points
below inflation.

The pledged revenues'
growth rate is more than
550 basis points below
inflation.

Source: HR Ratings.

In case there is no available information of a pledge for some of the last five years, HR
Ratings can use information regarding the underlying asset that generates the pledge.
For example, in the case of newly instituted hotel taxes, HR Ratings can assess tourist
fluency to the entity as well as the economic trends of the cities and counties from where
tourists come from.

2. Volatility Analysis (10.0% weight of the Rating)
What is HR Ratings measuring?
The volatility of the Year over Year (YoY) growth rates of the sum of the last twelve
months of the pledged revenues.
The analysis will initially comply with the periodicity of the debt service payments,
considering both principal and interest. YoY growth rates will be estimated for the pledge,
as established by the debt service terms and its integer value will be assigned considering
the largest YoY drop in the last five years. HR Ratings parameters for this section are as
shown in Table 6 below:

Table 6: Volatility of the Pledge
Factor and Weights

Volatility
(LTM YoY Growth Rates)

10%

HR AAA

HR AA

The pledged revenues
show no declines in the
last five years in a YoY
basis.

The pledge revenues
highest decline in the
past five years is below
200 basis points.

HR A
The pledge revenues
highest decline in the
last five years is below
500 basis points.

HR BBB

HR BB

HR B

HR C

The pledge revenues
highest decline in the
last five years is below
900 basis points.

The pledge revenues
highest decline in the
last five years is below
1,350 basis points.

The pledge revenues
highest historic decline
is below 1,800 basis
points.

The pledge revenues
highest historic decline
is greater than 1,800
basis points.

Source: HR Ratings.

Another relevant factor that HR Ratings evaluates is the intra-annual growth rates of the
pledge, for which the unpredictability of seasonal fluctuations is a concern that will usually
reflect weakness. In these cases, HR Ratings will apply a qualitative adjustment to the
rating of the bond, as it will be described in latter sections of the methodology. These
adjustments will also reflect inadequacies of the information; for example, if the debt is to
be served in a quarterly basis, but the historical information of the pledge is reported in
an annual basis, as there could be concerns related to historical seasonality not reflected
in the data.
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Third set of key factors: Coverage Metrics
(35.0% weight of the rating)
Coverage metrics allow HR Ratings to measure the ability of the pledge to serve its debt
obligations. In this section two coverage metrics are evaluated, these are applied to
different analysis scenarios. The first metric is the market standard “Maximum Annual
Debt Service (MADS)”, while the second is HR Ratings own “Projected Minimum Annual
Coverage (PMAC)”

1. Maximum Annual Debt Service (MADS) (20.0% weight of the rating)
This metric is constructed by dividing the last twelve months (LTM) pledge with the largest
outstanding annual debt service, considering both principal and interest payments. This
metric represents the capacity of the current pledge to face the highest upcoming debt
service obligations.2

𝑀𝐴𝐷𝑆 =

𝐿𝑇𝑀 𝑃𝑙𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑑 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑠
𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑈𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑒𝑏𝑡 𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒

Table 7 below shows the MADS coverage that HR Ratings typically expects to see for
bonds rated in the different ranges:

Table 7: Maximum Annual Debt Service (MADS) rating ranges
Factor and Weights
HR AAA
MADS

20%

3.00x

HR AA

HR A

HR BBB

HR BB

HR B

HR C

2.25x

1.50x

1.10x

0.70x

0.35x

Less than 0.35x

Source: HR Ratings.

As any other quantitative metric evaluated in this methodology, an integer value between
“1” and “19” will be assigned to the MADS estimated by HR Ratings. For the coverage
metrics, all bonds to be served under the same parity by the pledge will be considered
when measuring the debt service. If HR Ratings identifies that a fix amount is allocated
to serve the bond, or that a share of the pledge is allocated by any given formula, then
HR Ratings will calculate the MADS concerning only the rated bond.

2

In certain cases, the pledge could hold a clear trend and HR Ratings can choose to incorporate into its MADS calculation its projection for the
next twelve months, instead of the last twelve observable months. The projection will be the one estimated in HR Ratings’ own Base Scenario,
that will be described in the next section. If HR Ratings chooses this method; it will detail its process and its justification in its Analysis Report.
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2. Projected Minimum Annual Coverage (PMAC) (15.0% weight of the

rating)
This metric measures the lowest coverage under a stress scenario; as shown in the
following equation:

𝑃𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑡 =

𝐿𝑇𝑀 𝑃𝑙𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑑 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝐷𝑒𝑏𝑡 𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑡

The two components of the PMAC, its numerator and denominator, must be estimated
for the same twelve-month period. In Table 8, HR Ratings shows the ratios expected for
different rating ranges. For example, the “HR BBB” range typically show a PMAC
coverage of at least a 1.0x value. Considering that this ratio is measured under a stress
scenario, HR Ratings expects a PMAC coverage of 2.5x for bonds rated with “HR AAA”.

Table 8: Projected Minimum Annual Coverage (PMAC) rating ranges
Factor and Weights
HR AAA
HR AA
PMAC

15%

2.50x

1.70x

HR A

HR BBB

HR BB

HR B

HR C

1.15x

1.00x

0.65x

0.28x

Less than 0.28x

Source: HR Ratings.

To calculate the PMAC, HR Ratings will construct two scenarios. The first is the Base
Scenario, that will serve as the base for projecting the Stress Scenario, that will
incorporate both common risks and the volatility observed in the pledge.
The Base Scenario
This scenario reflects the most probable outcome, considering recent revenue trends,
seasonality, demographic trends, and macroeconomic trends. For this, the analysis team
will use the most disaggregated form of data of the pledge and will project future
revenues.
In its rating report, HR Ratings will describe the main assumptions used when building
this scenario, as well as a detailed description of the risks associated to projecting the
pledge or the debt service.
The Stress Scenario
HR Ratings’ Stress Scenario will reflect the risks already identified in processes
previously described in this methodology. These refer to the sensitivity of the taxed goods
and services, the tax base concentration, and the trend and volatility analysis. HR Ratings
will describe the way in which these factors affect the growth trends of the pledge.
Another component of this scenario is the application of a six-year stress cycle that will
replicate the strongest YoY decline observed on the pledged revenues in the last five
years.
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Graph 1 shows an example in which HR Ratings elaborates a base scenario with a
constant growth rate, also a stress scenario in which the YoY growth rates are 70-basis
points lower; and lastly a stress cycle that applies a 7.5% YoY decline every six years.

Graph 1: HR Ratings' Scenarios
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Source: HR Ratings.

The PMAC is calculated as the lowest Debt Service Coverage Ratio (DSCR) in the
transaction life term. Both the revenues and the debt service must correspond to the
same twelve months’ time frame. It is important to state that all assumptions used for
building this scenario will be detailed in HR Ratings analysis report as well.

Fourth set of key factors: Legal Framework Metrics
(15.0% weight of the Rating)
This section evaluates the strength of the legal framework and the protections it provides
to the bondholders. This implies that HR Ratings will review any state or local statutes
and any document used to authorize the tax and the bond issuance.

1. Additional Bond Test (7.5% weight of the rating)
This test, also known as the “parity test”, serves the purpose of securing outstanding
special-tax bonds by conditioning additional bond issuance to be serviced with the same
pledge. These tests usually measure the capacity of historical revenues to serve
outstanding issues and proposed issues.
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The Additional Bond Test (ABT), which consist in a form of a coverage metric, can be
defined in different ways in the legal framework of each bond or on all bonds under the
same parity. HR Ratings will evaluate if the definition of the ABT provides an adequate
protection to the bond and the bondholders. As part of its constant review process, HR
Ratings will conduct a test in which the ABT will be estimated for each term projected in
its Scenarios. This exercise could reveal weaknesses in foreseeable terms if not all
coverages comply with the ABT in the bond’s life term.
Despite any definition of the ABT, higher ratios will always translate to better protections
for the outstanding bonds, Table 9 shows the ratios that the ABT coverages typically for
the different rating ranges for this metric.

Table 9: Values for the Additional Bond Test (ABT)
Factors and Weights
HR AAA
Additional Bond Tests
(ABT) (Quantitative Analysis)

7.5%

2.25x

HR AA

HR A

HR BBB

HR BB

HR B

HR C

1.70x

1.30x

1.00x

0.80x

0.60x

Less than 0.60x

Source: HR Ratings.

As with the other quantitative factors of the methodology, a notch between “1” and “19”
will be assigned according to the value of the ABT. It is important to note that if the entity
is about to issue, or it issues, an additional bond, even if the ABT criteria is met, HR
Ratings will review its coverage metrics through its Projection Scenarios to incorporate
the credit risks associated with the increment of the debt service and will review the rating
if necessary.

2. Debt Service Reserve Fund (7.5% weight of the rating)
HR Ratings will assess four features of any Debt Service Reserve Fund (DSRF), to each
a label among {Superior, Average, Limited} will be assigned. All factor weight the same
in this section and these are as follows: a) the required amount, b) sources of funding,
c) initial funding and refunding mechanisms, and d) usage limitations. This analysis is
qualitative as it considers several concepts that can provide strength or weakness
depending on the issuance and its context.
a) The Required Amount: Every reserve fund must be established with a target
required amount, and the formula for determining this amount varies depending on
each project. However, the industry standard is set by the “Three-Prong Test” which
is based in the lesser of the following concepts:
i) Maximum Annual Debt Service,
ii) The 10% of par value of all Outstanding debt,
iii) A 125% of average annual debt service.
b) Sources of Funding: The most common ways in which an entity funds its DSRF is
through cash, a surety bond, or a combination of both. Cash funding is preferred as
it is more liquid and doesn’t entail a financial obligation to another entity once
resources from the fund are used to serve debt.
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c) Funding and Refunding Mechanisms: HR Ratings will check the time horizon
established in the indenture regarding the initial funding of the reserve fund. A fund
that is available for usage from initial delivery will be consider as safer than one which
requires an extended period to be fully funded. Even riskier are the funds which allow
for funding to start only after Debt Service coverage falls beneath an agreed floor
level (springing reserves).
After the money to cover debt service is drawn from the reserve fund, the entity must
reestablish the required amount while keeping up with the scheduled interest &
principal payments. The time horizon the entity is given to reestablish the fund varies
between indentures. HR Ratings applies the same criteria as it does with the initial
funding, meaning that a faster reestablishment of the fund will be considered as better
than a longer time period.
d) Usage Limitations: Limitations could refer to financial burdens or covenants inside
the indenture or the overall legal framework. Higher rated funds inside this
methodology will reflect clear conditions for using the DSRF and that it is only useable
for this purpose. Also, that in the cases in which the fund must be refinance by the
pledge or that interest must be paid, the financial burden will not compromise current
debt servicing.
Table 10 shows what HR Ratings expects to identify in the DSRF for bonds rated in the
different ranges:

(Qualitative Analysis)

Debt Service
Reserve Fund

Table 10: Factors analyzed in each Debt Service Reserve Fund (DSRF)
Factors and Label
"Superior"
Required Amount
Sources of Funding
Initial Funding and
Refunding Mechanisms
Usage Limitations

A DSRF funded beyond the 3-Prong Test, by
cash from the proceedings of the issuance, it
is readily available for usage, and with no
financial costs or with no crippling conditions
for usage when the fund is not at the
objective value.

"Average"
A DSRF funded at the 3-Prong Test. Funded
in the first years of the structure with the
revenues generated by the pledge, or by a
high rated surety bond; with little financial
costs after usage or with no crippling
conditions for usage when the fund is not at
the objective value.

"Limited"

A DSRF funded bellow the 3-Prong Test, funded with mechanisms
like "springing reserves" or by a low rated surety bond; with high
financial costs after usage or with crippling conditions for usage when
the fund is not at the objective value.

Source: HR Ratings.

Typically, HR Ratings will consider bond proceeds at the time of issuance and the
accumulation of revenues as strong mechanisms, while “springing reserves” a weak
mechanism; surety bonds3, letters of credit or guaranty policies will depend on each case.
As for the amount considered as adequate, HR Ratings expects “HR AAA” bonds to
comply above the 3-prong test.4 While bonds rated in the “HR BB” range and below will
typically display no DSRF, or a DSRF funded significantly below the 3-prong Test, or by
a surety provided with a low credit rating.
The analysis for the DSRF is qualitative in nature and a Label, with its corresponding
numerical value, will be assigned according to Table 2 in page 7.

3

A Surety Bond provides protection against a default, these can be use instead of cash in a DSRF.
The 3-prong test is an industry norm that requires a reserve fund to comply with the lesser of the maximum annual debt service, 1.25x of the
average annual debt service or 10% of initial principal.
4
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The Rating and Other Considerations
In this methodology, each factor is assigned an integer value between “1” (worst) and
“19” (best). With these values HR Ratings can estimate a rating for every factor; but most
importantly, it can determine the credit rating of the bond by calculating the weighted
average of said factors.
For the quantitative factors, each metric is assigned its value according to HR Ratings
own parametrization, Tables 4 through 9 show the values for each metric to reach a
specific rating range. For the qualitative factors in the methodology, each is assigned a
label among {Superior, Average, Limited}; these have a corresponding value of {3,2,1}
respectively and the average of the sub-factors is converted into an integer value
according to the ranges shown in the following Table 11:

Table 11: Values and Ratings
Qualitative Curve Lim its

Upper

Lower

Integer
Value

3.000
2.900
2.794
2.689
2.583
2.478
2.372
2.267
2.161
2.056
1.950
1.844
1.739
1.633
1.528
1.422
1.317
1.211
1.106

2.900
2.794
2.689
2.583
2.478
2.372
2.267
2.161
2.056
1.950
1.844
1.739
1.633
1.528
1.422
1.317
1.211
1.106
1.000

19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Rating
HR AAA
HR AA+
HR AA
HR AAHR A+
HR A
HR AHR BBB+
HR BBB
HR BBBHR BB+
HR BB
HR BBHR B+
HR B
HR BHR C+
HR C
HR C-

Source: HR Ratings.

For example, if the qualitative labels for “Taxed Goods and Services”, that refer to the
sensitivity of the pledge to changes in income and the price of complementary or
substitute goods, average 2.71; the corresponding integer value is “17”. Table 11 also
shows the rating for each integer value, if a bond has a rounded average of “13”, then the
credit rating will be “HR A-”.
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Qualitative Adjustments
The qualitative adjustments are made in terms of notches to the rating and are limited by
concept. These refer to very specific risks or strengths that are not common to every bond
rated by this methodology but that will have an impact in the cases in which they are
present. These could be applied as follows:
1. Lack of information: In the cases in which HR Ratings is provided with less than
five year of the historical performance of the pledge it will subtract a notch to the
rating; if it is provided with less than three years, it will subtract two notches. However,
these adjustments won’t be applied to new projects that provide studies, by external
agencies with proven reputation, with projections for the revenue stream.
2. Unpredictable Seasonality: Only applicable when the aggregation of the pledge
data has a higher periodicity than the debt service payments. In these cases, HR
Ratings can subtract one notch to the rating; however, if it is identified that the
revenue stream has an unpredictable seasonality, two notches can be subtracted.
3. Weight of Factors: If HR Ratings identifies that any of the factors detailed in the
methodology contribute/mitigate the credit risk beyond the weight that has been
assigned, it will add/subtract a notch to the rating.
4. Additional Legal Framework factors: For any of the following factors HR Ratings
can subtract one notch to the rating: a) any state or local statutes that could harm the
authorization or could modify the tax; b) weakness of the collecting agent or process,
as well as an inadequate timing of deposits; c) an unclearly defined lien structure, no
segregation between debt service accounts or an unclear flow for the funds.
The qualitative adjustments will be limited to a three-notch downgrade to the rating for
any bond evaluated with this methodology.

Special Revenue Glossary
Special Revenues: As defined by the 11 U.S. Code § 902 (Subchapter 1. General
Provisions). Definitions for this chapter 5:
“(A) receipts derived from the ownership, operation, or disposition of projects or
systems of the debtor that are primarily used or intended to be used primarily to
provide transportation, utility, or other services, including the proceeds of
borrowings to finance the projects or systems;
(B) special excise taxes imposed on activities or transactions;
(C) incremental tax receipts from the benefited area in the case of tax-increment
financing;
(D) other revenues or receipts derived from functions of the debtor, whether the
debtor has other functions; or
(E) taxes specifically levied to finance one or more projects or systems, excluding
receipts from general property, sales, or income taxes (other than tax-increment
financing) levied to finance the general purposes of the debtor;”
5

https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?req=granuleid:USC-prelim-title11-section902&num=0&edition=prelim
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Mexico: Avenida Prolongación Paseo de la Reforma #1015 torre A, piso 3, Col. Santa Fe, México, D.F., CP 01210, Tel 52 (55) 1500 3130.
United States: One World Trade Center, Suite 8500, New York, New York, ZIP Code 10007, Tel +1 (212) 220 5735.
*HR Ratings, LLC (HR Ratings), is a Credit Rating Agency registered by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) as a Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating
Organization (NRSRO) for the assets of public finance, corporates and financial institutions as described in section 3 (a) (62) (A) and (B) subsection (i), (iii) and (v) of
the US Securities Exchange Act of 1934.
HR Ratings ratings and/or opinions are opinions of credit quality and/or regarding the ability of management to administer assets; or opinions regarding the efficacy of activities to
meet the nature or purpose of the business on the part of issuers, other entities or sectors, and are based exclusively on the characteristics of the entity, issuer or operation,
independent of any activity or business that exists between HR Ratings and the entity or issuer. The ratings and/or opinions assigned are issued on behalf of HR Ratings, not of its
management or technical staff, and do not constitute an investment recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any instrument nor to perform any business, investment or other operation.
The assigned ratings and/or opinions issued may be subject to updates at any time, in accordance with HR Ratings’ methodologies.
HR Ratings bases its ratings and/or opinions on information obtained from sources that are believed to be accurate and reliable. HR Ratings, however, does not validate, guarantee
or certify the accuracy, correctness or completeness of any information and is not responsible for any errors or omissions or for results obtained from the use of such information.
Most issuers of debt securities rated by HR Ratings have paid a fee for the credit rating based on the amount and type of debt issued. The degree of creditworthiness of an issue or
issuer, opinions regarding asset manager quality or ratings related to an entity’s performance of its business purpose are subject to change, which can produce a rating upgrade or
downgrade, without implying any responsibility for HR Ratings. The ratings issued by HR Ratings are assigned in an ethical manner, in accordance with healthy market practices
and in compliance with applicable regulations found on the www.hrratings.com rating agency webpage. There Code of Conduct, HR Ratings’ rating methodologies, rating criteria
and current ratings can also be found on the website.
Ratings and/or opinions assigned by HR Ratings are based on an analysis of the creditworthiness of an entity, issue or issuer, and do not necessarily imply a statistical likelihood of
default, HR Ratings defines as the inability or unwillingness to satisfy the contractually stipulated payment terms of an obligation, such that creditors and/or bondholders are forced
to take action in order to recover their investment or to restructure the debt due to a situation of stress faced by the debtor. Without disregard to the point, to validate our ratings, our
methodologies consider stress scenarios as a complement to the analysis derived from a base case scenario. The rating fee that HR Ratings receives from issuers generally ranges
from US$1,000 to US$1,000,000 (or the foreign currency equivalent) per issue. In some instances, HR Ratings will rate all or some of the issues of an issuer for an annual fee. It is
estimated that the annual fees range from US$5,000 to US$2,000,00 (or the foreign currency equivalent).
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